Golf News
Thursday Stableford
With the greens getting truer but still bit slow the positive putters are scoring well.
In Grade A , David Bruton must have had a close to better than a scratch round to
get his magnificent 43 points off a six handicap.
Andrew Cowling playing back to his best again was only one shot back in second
place.
In Grade B, Lance Petrana returned to the podium with an excellent 40 points. Steve
Logan was just one shot back on 39 to take second place money.
NTP on the second hole was Wayne Hinchcliffe with Allan Weick getting close on 7.
Patrick Vacchiano was close on 11 and new member John Phillips took out the
windmill prize on 17.
Luke Many, out with the early birds again was closest on the ninth.
Run down was very competitive down to Stephen Cameron on 34 points.
Wednesday Skins
An almost festive field saw a very close contest with three players on three skins but
Mark Hemmy just edged them out with fourskins.
It's the Christmas skins spectacular this Wednesday so a bumper field is expected
before 1 pm.
Saturday "The Wayne Hinchcliffe” Trophy
In this, the most prestigious better ball team event all grades were brought together
with some creative partnerships formed and some of the more predictable ones

thriving.
Undeterred by persistent rain for most of the day the large field enjoyed kind course
conditions apart from the wet.
Winners with a stunning 44 points were the well handicapped pair of Noel Butcher
and Wayne Mackaway.
In second place on 43 points (without any arguments) were birthday boy Richard
Parker and his long suffering wife Cath.
To get ball in the run down your pair needed 39 points such was the quality of the
scoring.
Retiring club captain Brendan Reeves was close to the tightly placed 2nd hole .New
Ladies Captain Kim Wiblen found the back pin on the 7th too easy.
Justin Menzies made good contact with a very lofted iron to win the 11th NTP. His
playing partner Mark Hemmy was closest open the 9th to win the sanctus Brewery
Thistle Lager award.
Unusually, Wayne stayed right to the presentation at the end of the day. He regaled
the large audience with tales of victories in years gone by and described his winning
nearest the pin on 17th today in great detail to the enthralled crowd.

